Abstract-In partially reconfigurable architectures, system components can be dynamically loaded and unloaded allowing resources to be shared over time. Dynamic system components are represented by partial reconfiguration (PR) modules. In comparison to a static system, the design of a partially reconfigurable system requires additional design steps, such as partitioning the device resources into static and dynamic regions. We present the concept of tiled PR regions, which enables a flexible online-placement of PR modules. Dynamic reconfiguration requires a suitable communication infrastructure to interconnect the static and dynamic system components. We present an embedded communication macro, a communication infrastructure that interconnects PR modules in a tiled PR region. Efficient online-placement of PR modules depends not only on the placement algorithm, but also on design-time aspects such as the chosen synthesis regions of the PR modules. We propose a design method for selecting suitable synthesis regions for the PR modules aiming to optimize their placement at run-time.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE reconfigurability of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) is a promising approach to enhance the flexibility of a given architecture resulting in adaptable and customizable hardware systems. The partial reconfigurability of the FPGA enables part of the device to be changed or adapted without reconfiguring the whole chip. Thus, the system component, which requires being reconfigured, can be replaced by a new one, while the remaining components continue to operate without interruption.
A reconfigurable system typically comprises an area for static system components (base region) and one or more partially reconfigurable regions (PR regions) for dynamic system components. The dynamic system components are represented by partial reconfiguration modules (PR modules). The placement of a PR module is done by configuring a predefined area in a PR region of the FPGA with the corresponding configuration data. A PR module must be able to communicate to the rest of the system from any of its feasible positions. In order to avoid restricting the number of feasible positions of the PR modules, it is necessary to designa homogeneous communication infrastructure, which does not introduce any further degree of heterogeneity. The amount of additional resources, which are required to achieve the required homogeneity, should be low to provide a large number of free resources within the PR region.
Most realizations of dynamically reconfigurable systems use simple approaches that are based on fixed module slots. The placement flexibility of these implementations is different from the flexibility assumed and analyzed in the theoretical research work. In this paper we try to help close this gap by showing how today's heterogeneous FPGAs can be used for dynamic reconfiguration with free module placement, varying module sizes, and multiple instances of modules.
An important aspect in the design of a partially reconfigurable system is the implementation of the communication infrastructure. In [1] , a tool flow for generating suitable homogeneous communication infrastructures is introduced, which supports Xilinx Virtex-II FPGAs in a one-dimensional partially reconfigurable system. In this paper, we present refinements of this concept with the following focus.
• The communication infrastructure introduced in [1] is enhanced to support 2-D partial reconfiguration. The presented embedded communication macro is optimized for Virtex-4, Virtex-5 and Virtex-6 FPGAs.
• The embedded communication macro is evaluated and compared to alternative communication macros. The proposed communication infrastructure enables the placement of PR modules in a tiled partially reconfigurable system and avoids restricting the number of feasible positions of the PR modules. As suggested in [2] , the placeability of a PR module can be further enhanced at design-time by optimizing the area the PR module is initially synthesized for. This area is referred to as synthesis region. In this paper we take up the idea of improving the placeability and extend it to cover the following aspects.
• A method to derive the set of minimal synthesis regions is introduced.
• The concept of subregions is analyzed and compared to single-module PR regions and tiled PR regions.
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• The design-time optimization presented in [2] uses exhaustive search and is therefore only suitable for small problem sizes. For a larger set of PR modules, a heuristic approach is presented, which is based on a genetic algorithm. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II related work to the topic of partial reconfiguration is summarized. Section III gives an overview of tiled partially reconfigurable systems. The concept of subregions for tiled PR regions is introduced. Section IV classifies suitable communication infrastructures for PR regions and describes the concept of homogeneous communication macros. The resource requirements of the communication infrastructures are compared for a tiled PR region implementation in Xilinx Virtex FPGAs. Section V introduces the overlap graph as a novel methodology to quantify the placeability of the PR modules. A design method is described, which selects suitable synthesis regions for PR modules aiming to optimize their placement at run-time. The design method is demonstrated for a tiled PR region using the homogeneous communication macro. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK One of the first system approaches for partially reconfigurable FPGAs is the swappable logic unit (SLU) presented by Brebner [3] . An SLU is a square-shaped fixed sized partially reconfigurable region with standard interfaces at each side. It is designed for the Xilinx XC6200 FPGA, which has a homogeneous array of logic resources. The placement of a PR module is done by allocating it to any available SLU. Modules can only be interconnected by placing them next to each other. In [4] and [5] a module-based design flow for partial reconfiguration is introduced, which is supported by the current Xilinx design tools. The design flow enables partial reconfiguration at the granularity of a PR region. A PR module always occupies a whole PR region-even if not all of the resources of the region are used. Every PR module uses a predefined set of routing resources to interconnect with the system outside the PR region. In [5] these routing resources are referred to as bus macros.
Since the upper bound of dynamic system components that can operate in parallel is equal to the number of PR regions, this type of PR region can be classified as a single-module PR region. The main drawbacks of this approach are as follows. The size of a PR module is limited by the size of the PR region. In systems with multiple PR regions this restriction can have a huge impact on the maximum size of a PR module. Apart from the size limit, small PR modules occupy the resources of the whole PR region causing low resource utilization. A solution to this problem is to combine multiple small modules to a larger one. However, such an approach requires additional memory for the configuration data for all combinations of these modules. Furthermore, the combined modules share the communication interface of the PR region. Consequently, the bandwidth of each individual module is limited, especially if several of these modules communicate with the rest of the system at the same time.
To overcome this drawback, a PR region can be designed to support a flexible placement of multiple modules within the region. In such a scenario placement algorithms are required, which aim at maximizing the resource utilization by minimizing the degree of fragmentation of the free resources inside the PR region. If the scheduling information and the execution times of the PR modules are known at design-time, the placement can be computed using offline methods such as those by Fekete [6] and Danne [7] .
If the scheduling of the PR modules cannot be computed at design-time, the placement of a module must be performed at run-time. In this paper, we target applications that require online placement of PR modules. In this case, dynamic reconfiguration is triggered by external events such as changes in the environment or changes in the objectives of the application. Typical application scenarios can be found in the areas of software-defined radio (SDR) [8] , signal and image processing [9] , or adaptive control systems [10] . Bazarghan et al. [11] describe the problem of placing a PR module as an online bin-packing problem. Steiger et al. [12] discuss the problem of online placement and scheduling of hard real-time tasks for partially reconfigurable devices. Handa et al. [13] introduce a placement algorithm aiming at reducing the degree of fragmentation. In [14] a placement approach is introduced that considers the routing costs to existing instances of PR modules. Lu et al. [15] introduce an algorithm for PR module placement, which prepartitions the area of the PR region into blocks of different sizes. After the placement of a PR module the blocks are split and merged to maintain contiguous free resources.
The above methods assume a homogeneous PR region and neglect the fact that FPGAs are heterogeneous architectures. The heterogeneity of the resources significantly limits the placement of the PR modules within the PR region. A suitable placement algorithm to handle the heterogeneity is introduced in [16] .
When placing a PR module at a desired position, the communication infrastructure requires to be designed to allow interconnection of the PR module with the rest of the system. This can be realized by adapting the existing communication infrastructure using online routing. JRoute [17] and ADB [18] are tools that support online routing for Xilinx Virtex FPGAs. Both operate directly on the configuration data using the JBits API [19] . Raaijmakers and Wong [20] introduce a similar concept, which enables online routing to disconnect and connect arbitrarily shaped PR modules. The modification of the configuration data is done by the Xilinx design tools. In [21] and [22] online routing concepts are proposed, which are based on predefined routing primitives for horizontal and vertical routing. Online routing is performed by interconnecting these primitives.
While online routing solves the interconnection problem for partially reconfigurable regions, it requires a processing unit which performs the online routing on every placement or removal of a PR module. With an increasing number of PR modules the total reconfiguration time increases as well. Apart from the reconfiguration process of the PR module, an additional reconfiguration process is needed for the dynamic routing channels. After a PR module is removed the previously utilized routing channels should be released as well, which requires a further reconfiguration process. Thus, online routing introduces a larger overhead with respect to reconfiguration time and additional resources.
In this paper, we focus on a different approach based on communication macros. These macros implement static routing channels passing through the partially reconfigurable region. Dynamically configured PR modules can connect to these routing channels via predefined connection points to establish the communication to the rest of the system. In [8] , Sedcole et al. demonstrate the concept of static routing channels in PR regions. In [5] bus macros, which support reserving a static link between the static part of the system and a PR region, are described. In [1] embedded communication macros are introduced. These allow advanced communication infrastructures, such as buses or networks to be built. All the previously described methods have been designed for Xilinx Virtex-II FPGAs, which only allow a 1-D partially reconfigurability. In this paper, we focus on communication schemes, which are suited to 2-D partial reconfigurability as supported by Xilinx Virtex-4 up to Virtex-6 FPGAs.
III. TILED PARTIALLY RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS
In a tiled partially reconfigurable system as described in [1] the partially reconfigurable region is subdivided into reconfigurable tiles. Tiled partitioning allows for the placement of multiple PR modules with various sizes in a PR region. A reconfigurable tile can be considered as an atomic unit of partial reconfiguration. A PR region may contain several different types of tiles offering different amounts of available resources. The tile sizes may vary according to the different resource types within each tile. In this context we define as the resource availability of the reconfigurable tile at position in the PR region. The resource availability is an -tuple, where is the number of different resource types. For instance, describes the resource availability for tiles of FPGAs with Slices, BlockRAMs, and DSPs. The tiles of the same type are built identically using the same number and arrangement of resources. All static components of the system are located in the so called base region. The communication between the PR modules and the static system components is realized by so called communication macros. Fig. 1 shows an example with a base region and a PR region, which is partitioned into an area of 4 4 reconfigurable tiles. The PR region in the example is heterogeneous, since two different types of tiles are used. At run-time an instance of a PR module is mapped to one or several contiguously aligned tiles. This is done by partially reconfiguring the selected tiles using the equivalent configuration data (partial bitstream) of the PR module. Systems using tiled PR regions can be designed to be open or closed, such that PR modules can be added or removed from the set of PR modules.
If is the set of all PR modules in the system, then all placement options of a PR module can be described by the set of feasible positions . Without loss of generality, denotes the position of the tile at the lower left corner of the PR module with respect to the lower left corner of the PR region. A PR module can take up any size from a single tile to all tiles of the PR region. Fig. 2 shows the PR region of Fig. 1 and an example of a set of PR modules with the corresponding feasible positions. The values in each tile indicate the type of tile.
The synthesis of a PR module for a tiled PR region differs from the one for single-module PR regions. Firstly, the PR region is partitioned into reconfigurable tiles. Then the embedded communication macro is placed to interconnect the tiles. The PR module of the dynamic system component is synthesized within a predefined synthesis region using the preplaced embedded communication macro. The number of available resources within the synthesis region must be large enough to satisfy the resource requirements of the dynamic system component. Finally, the partial configuration data of the PR module is generated, which only targets the tiles of the chosen synthesis region. By manipulating the configuration data as described in [23] and [24] , a PR module can be placed at any position with the same arrangement as the types of tiles from which it is built. Therefore, the location and size of the synthesis region defines the set of feasible positions of the PR module as indicated in Fig. 3 .
In any reconfigurable system, the number and the size of the concurrently executable PR modules is restricted by the number of available resources of the reconfigurable unit. In this context we introduce the term allocation width, which can be described as follows. A PR system has an allocation width of , if for any possible configuration of instances of PR modules, it is still possible to place one instance of any PR module.
In a tiled PR region a fixed allocation width cannot be guaranteed in any case, since the placement is subject to the current configuration of PR modules and the degree of fragmentation. However, an application can require a reconfigurable unit with a certain allocation width, since the execution of essential dynamic system components should not be delayed or rejected.
In this case, the synthesis regions and the corresponding feasible positions need to be selected to obtain the required allocation width. In the context of tiled PR regions, the PR region can be partitioned into disjoint subregions. A subregion is an area within a tiled PR region that typically is composed of a few tiles. It offers enough resources to allow the placement of an instance of any PR module. Within the subregion modules can be placed according to their feasible positions. Compared to an unconstrained tiled PR region, the tiles occupied by an instance of any PR module must be located completely within a subregion. This ensures that at any time as many PR modules can be executed in parallel as given by the number of disjoint subregions. As a consequence the number of subregions corresponds to the allocation width.
Tiled subregions and single-module PR regions both provide a fixed allocation width. The advantage of subregions over single-module PR regions is that small modules do not waste the resources of a whole PR region, but only occupy the required number of tiles leaving the remaining tiles within the subregion for the placement of additional PR modules. In the context of subregions, the allocation width only describes a lower bound on the number of PR modules that can be executed in parallel.
IV. COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Partially reconfigurable systems require a communication infrastructure to interconnect the static and the dynamic system components. In general, a communication infrastructure comprises unidirectional and bidirectional signals. With respect to tiled PR regions, unidirectional signals can be driven by either a static component in the base region or by a PR module in the PR region. Bidirectional signals can be driven by multiple drivers, i.e., any static or dynamic system component. Furthermore, a communication infrastructure comprises shared signals and dedicated signals. Shared signals are multipoint connections, e.g., in a bus-based communication infrastructure they are typically used to transmit data and address information, while control and arbitration often require dedicated signals. In the context of partially reconfigurable systems the shared and dedicated signals from the base region to the PR modules are realized by static communication channels. These channels are implemented by predefined logic cells and corresponding routing resources.
An approach for establishing the communication between modules and the base region by means of bus macros is introduced in [4] , [5] . The bus macro reserves a fixed set of connection points that are used for passing signals between a PR module and the base region. Within each module the connection points are located at the same relative position as shown in Fig. 4 . Although the term suggests a bus macro to be a macro for implementing bus structures, it is typically not used for this purpose. Rather, this type of connection is commonly used in single-module PR regions to implement a communication link between a PR module and the base region. We refer to this type of connection as a link macro.
A. Communication Infrastructures Using Modified Link Macros
Extensions to link macros are necessary for a more advanced partitioning of the reconfigurable area, e.g., for tiles that cannot have a direct connection to the base region because all adjacent resources are occupied by other tiles.
Link macros for single-module PR regions can be adapted to realize link macros between tiles (LMBT). In this communication infrastructure, link macros are used to interconnect neighboring tiles. The main advantage of this approach is its simplicity. It can be easily realized for 1-D as well as for 2-D arrangements of tiles, as shown in Fig. 5 (a). However, this simple approach has various disadvantages. Link macros are only used to establish the connection from one tile to another. Therefore, the bandwidth suffers from a potentially large number of hops across a sequence of tiles. Moreover, the connection of the link macros within a tile, which forms the actual communication infrastructure, must be realized inside the PR modules. This means that the actual routing is module-dependent and will be interrupted and changed during the reconfiguration process of a tile. For the same reason, the implementation of the communication for one tile depends on the communication infrastructure of the surrounding tiles. Each new module placement will require changes to all other modules that are involved in its communication causing additional reconfiguration overhead. These problems are somewhat related to online-routing approaches.
A simple approach to circumvent the restrictions of the approach described above is to ensure that each tile can be directly connected to the base region. To achieve this, link macros with communication channels can be used. An example of this concept is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) for a 2-D partitioning of the PR region. The communication channels are part of the base region, and the link macros are placed between this region and the partially reconfigurable region. The partitioning illustrated in Fig. 5(b) shows that the PR region is now split into multiple PR region segments since the area of the communication channels can only be used for communication and static logic. Since the PR region segments are separated by the communication channel, the maximum size of a PR module is limited to the size of a segment.
Wormhole routing [25] is a method to realize a communication infrastructure that circumvents the limitations of the approaches described above. Here, communication macros are used that span over one or more complete tiles, if the destination tile is not adjacent to the base region. These adapted link macros are referred to as wormhole macros or wormhole routing [25] . When the reconfigurable area comprises a large number of tiles, this approach consumes a considerable amount of routing resources, as can be seen in Fig. 5(c) . Therefore the routing resources that are available for PR modules linearly decrease from right to left. Since only point-to-point connections between a tile and the base region are used, every tile requires an exclusive set of communication lines.
B. Embedded Macros
The term embedded macro describes a method of using a communication infrastructure, which is embedded into the tile itself. The embedded macro is not a point-to-point connection. Instead of using multiple instances of simple link macros, one monolithic macro is used as shown in Fig. 6 . The macro connects all tiles and the base region in a homogeneous manner. It combines the advantages of the three link macro variants described above, without sharing their drawbacks. Fig. 7 shows the realization of a 1-bit bidirectional multipoint connection in the embedded macro. The multipoint connection is realized by horizontally interconnected AND gates. Each tile has a connection point for input data and for output data . The enable signal is used to grant access to the multipoint connection. Since every PR module uses the same resources for the embedded macro, the macro is not modified at the run-time reconfiguration of a PR module. This ensures that the communication is not interrupted during the reconfiguration process. The macro is fully embedded in the tiles, such that there is no need for additional routing channels outside the tiles. The implementation of the embedded macro can be optimized according to the given resources of the target device. Fig. 8 shows an implementation of the multipoint connection, which is optimized for the slice architecture of Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGAs. The implementation efficiently utilizes the resources of a Virtex-4 slice and requires only three lookup table (LUTs) and three registers. Additionally, the input can be used to individually enable or disable the data input/output (I/O). The data input signal is divided into and to allow for a unidirectional and bidirectional communication.
Besides the Virtex-4 FPGA, we have optimized the embedded macro for Virtex-5 and Virtex-6 FPGA families. Table I shows a summary of the resource requirements for the optimized implementations. All connections to and from the communication infrastructure are registered, thus enabling high communication speeds. Furthermore, the registered implementation avoids problems in the PR flow related to asynchronous paths between modules and base region. The resource requirements cannot be directly compared between the different FPGA families since the routing and slice architecture are different in all device families, as indicated in the row "Resources per Slice" in Table I . In addition to shared signals, a communication infrastructure typically uses dedicated signals, enabling access to individual modules. Dedicated signals are necessary for control and arbitration. A straightforward implementation of dedicated point-topoint connections causes an inhomogeneity of the PR region. An inhomogeneous communication infrastructure can significantly reduce the number of feasible positions of the PR modules. In order to maintain the homogeneity of the communication infrastructures, the implementation of dedicated signals requires special design concepts introduced in [1] and [27] . Fig. 9 shows the realization of dedicated signals in the embedded macro. All dedicated signals utilize the same routing channels, such that the homogeneity of the macro is preserved. The separation of the signals is achieved by bit masking. Each tile has its unique address stored in dedicated address registers. The states of these registers must be preserved during runtime reconfiguration. Table I shows the corresponding resource requirements for binary-encoded dedicated signals as well as one-hot encoded dedicated signals. Fig. 10 shows the implementation of binary-encoded dedicated signals optimized for a Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA. This implementation can be realized with three Virtex-4 slices using the fast dedicated carry chains of the CLB. This allows us to obtain a realization with a short delay even for large number of tiles. The address registers are initialized during the reconfiguration process by using the mechanisms described in [1] .
C. Comparison
This section presents a comparison of the previously described embedded communication macro and the alternative communication macros for partially reconfigurable systems. Since the implementation of the link macros with communication channels [see Fig. 5(b) ] is located in the static region, we concentrate on the approaches, which implement the routing within the PR region, such as the LMBT approach [see Fig. 5(a) ], the wormhole routing approach [see Fig. 5(c) ] and the embedded macro [see Fig. 6 ]. Table II shows the resource requirements of a single-master implementation of an embedded macro. For dedicated signals, a maximum length of eight consecutive tiles (effective length ) is assumed. In a link macro or embedded macro implementation registers can be inserted into each tile to reduce communication delay and subsequently improve the clock frequency. However, using a pipelined communication may require additional adaptations of the protocol since the number of clock cycles for the communication depends on the distance of the communicating tiles. In the embedded macro we decided to add registers to all inputs and outputs of the bus subscriber as shown in Fig. 7 . This guarantees a high clock rate with a pipelined structure and a fixed latency of two clock cycles. To prevent a bandwidth reduction caused by the bus latency, the generic bus architecture supports fast back-to-back transactions as well as separate address-and data-acknowledges. Thus, in most cases it is possible to transfer one data word per clock cycle, which results in a near to optimal transfer rate. Table III compares the resource requirements of the single-master implementation with the resource requirements of a comparable wormhole routing and link macro implementation on a Virtex-4 FPGA. The link macro implementation is realized by macros between tiles as shown in Fig. 5(a) . All link-macro-based tiles require 94 slices for the communication, except the rightmost tiles, which only need 47 slices. For a communication infrastructure between the base region and 3 tiles (effective length ) the embedded macro requires 200 slices, while the link macro approach and the wormhole routing approach require 282 slices. Even for a low number of consecutive tiles the embedded macro needs less resources than the other implementations. While embedded macro primitives can implement different types of signals and topologies, link-macro-primitives suffer from the fact that they only allow unidirectional point-to-point connections. As a consequence, two unidirectional signals (link macro primitives) are necessary to implement one bidirectional signal. In the wormhole routing approach the number of communication resources within each tile is lower than that in the embedded macro implementation. In contrast to the embedded macro implementation, the number of resources in the base region scales linearly with the number of tiles, such that in total the wormhole routing requires as many slices as the link macro implementation. Table IV shows a feature comparison of the different communication macro approaches. As discussed earlier, the embedded macro supports the implementation of shared signals. Using LMBT, the problem of realizing shared signals is shifted from the macro to the module implementation. Shared signals can only be realized if the module supports forwarding of input and output signals to its neighboring modules. The wormhole routing macro only allows for direct point-to-point connection from a tile to the base region, such that a shared signal cannot be implemented directly. Dedicated signals can be implemented by embedded macros and wormhole macros. Since LMBT does not allow a point-to-point connection from any tile to the base region, they cannot be used for dedicated signals. When configuring a PR module in a PR region with LMBT, the communication is interrupted for the time of the configuration process. Since the routing channels of the embedded macro and of the wormhole macro are fixed, the communication is not interrupted during a reconfiguration process.
In general the delay of all presented communication approaches increases with the number of consecutive tiles. Among the presented approaches, the wormhole macro allows the fastest clock frequency because the base region and the specific tile are connected directly using fast routing resources. However, the dedicated routing resources from the base region to each tile will cause an excessive consumption of routing resources, and a large resource requirement in the base region (cf. Table III ). The link macro between tiles approach requires less routing resources than the wormhole macro approach, while the overall slice requirement is comparable. Furthermore, this macro does not require the enormous amount of slices in the base region, as the wormhole routing did. The clock frequency of the link macro between tiles approach will be much slower than the wormhole approach, since most of the communication infrastructure is realized in the module. Thus, the bandwidth suffers from short hops across the sequence of tiles. In contrast to the LMBT approach, the embedded macro supports optimized homogeneous routing within each tile. Thus, the maximum delay is smaller than in a comparable LMBT approach, where the routing depends on the module implementation.
With respect to the placeability of PR modules, it is important to avoid introducing additional heterogeneity in the PR region, since this would further restrict the number of feasible positions of a PR module. Therefore, the communication infrastructure should be as homogeneous as possible. Wormhole routing is heterogeneous, since various routing channels are used to interconnect the tiles with the base region. The embedded macro and the LMBT approaches are homogeneous, such that the number of feasible positions for the corresponding PR modules is greater than that for wormhole routing.
The placeability of the PR modules can be further improved if various synthesis options are considered, which define the feasible positions of the PR modules. In the following section, we describe an optimization method to improve the placeability of the PR modules.
V. DESIGN-TIME OPTIMIZATION OF PR MODULES
With respect to run-time placement, the PR modules vary according to their resource requirements, their shape, and their feasible positions. Each feasible position of a PR module can have a different degree of overlap with the feasible positions of the other PR modules in the system. The degree of overlap has an impact on the placeability of the PR module. Those feasible positions that overlap with many other feasible positions are likely to be blocked by a previously placed instance of another PR module. Thus a reasonable online placement policy is to always select the free position with the least degree of overlap as discussed in [16] . Besides maintaining a large number of free positions at run-time, it is also possible to optimize the placeability of PR modules at design-time. This is done by minimizing the degree of overlap of the feasible positions of the given PR modules. At design-time the set of feasible positions of a PR module is defined by the shape and position of the synthesis region. The optimization of the placeability is done by selecting the synthesis regions of the PR modules that allow the best possible placement at run-time.
A. Placeability of PR Modules
In order to optimize the placeability of the PR modules a metric is required, which quantifies the degree of overlap of the feasible positions. The overlap graph is an undirected graph that enables visualizing these resource dependencies. It shows which of the feasible positions of the PR modules overlap with each other. The graph can be used with arbitrarily shaped PR modules. For simplicity we will focus on rectangular PR modules in the following. A vertex represents a feasible position of the PR module . The set of all vertices is defined as (1) Hence, the number of vertices is the same as the sum of feasible positions of all PR modules. For a vertex and a vertex an edge is created, if and the area of PR module at position overlaps with the area of PR module at position . Fig. 11 shows the overlap graph for the PR modules of the example in Fig. 2 . The overlap graph can be further adapted to take into account the temporal relations between PR modules if they are known at design-time. In this case the edges between PR modules, which are never used at the same time, can be removed.
With the overlap graph we can evaluate the degree of overlap for each feasible position of the PR modules. For this purpose we introduce the position weight. Using the overlap graph the computation of the position weights is done in two steps. First, the probability weights (2) are computed for each vertex , where denotes the probability of an allocation of the PR module . The probability weight indicates the probability of a feasible position to be chosen, if all tiles in the PR region are available and a random placement is applied. Fig. 12(a) shows the corresponding probability weights for the PR modules shown in Fig. 2 with a fixed . With 3 PR modules, the allocation probability is and PR module has 2 feasible positions, such that the probability weight for its feasible positions is . Second, the position weight of a feasible position is computed by summing the probability weights of the adjacent vertices. The set of adjacent vertices is defined as (3) and the resulting position weight is calculated by (4) The position weights for the PR modules of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 12(b) . The position weights reflect the degree of overlap. Apart from the design-time aspects the position weight can also be used for the placement of PR modules at run-time. The placement is done by selecting the available position with the least position weight. This ensures maintaining a large number of available positions for future placements.
A metric to evaluate the degree of overlap of all feasible positions is to generate a weighted sum of the position weights of all feasible positions. As the probability weight reflects the probability of a feasible position to be selected when randomly placing a module, the overlap weight of all PR modules is defined as follows: (5) The weighted mean of the position weights is divided by the total number of feasible positions to balance the degree of overlap and the number of feasible positions. The synthesis regions of the given PR modules can be selected in such a way as to minimize
. A small indicates that the overlaps of feasible positions of the PR modules are small. Minimizing the overlap weight aims at maximizing the number of available positions after placement of a PR module at run-time. Thus the overlap weight is a metric for the placeability of all PR modules.
B. Optimization of the Overlap Weight
A dynamic system component can be represented by different PR module variants. Each PR module variant has a different shape or location of the synthesis region resulting in a different set of feasible positions. But with the increasing number of PR module variants the amount of memory for storing the corresponding configuration data increases as well. Therefore, it is necessary to limit the number of PR module variants or even consider only one PR module for each dynamic system component. For simplicity reasons we assume that each dynamic system component is represented by one PR module in the following.
By using the overlap graph it is possible to optimize the feasible positions of these PR modules at design-time aiming to improve the placeability at run-time. The optimized design flow is shown in Fig. 13 and involves the following steps: 1) synthesis regions of at least one PR module variant for each dynamic system component are selected; 2) resulting PR modules and their feasible positions are computed; 3) overlap graph is generated based on the feasible positions of all PR modules; 4) overlap weight is derived based on the overlap graph. If a PR module of a new dynamic system component requires to be added to an existing system, the degree of overlap with the existing PR modules can be minimized by selecting the synthesis region whose feasible positions cause the minimum overlap weight.
The design space of a PR module is defined by its set of possible synthesis regions. In the following we describe an algorithm to determine all synthesis regions for a rectangular PR module. Let us assume that for a synthesis region the dimensions in number of tiles are and the position within the PR region is .
is the set of dynamic system components of the target application. To generate a PR module for a dynamic system component , a synthesis region needs to be defined offering enough resources to satisfy the resource Fig. 13 . Design steps from the selection of the synthesis region to the computation of the overlap weight considering only one PR module for each dynamic system component.
requirement
. If denotes the resource availability of the tile at position , then the resource constraint for generating a PR module at the synthesis region is (6) A synthesis region is minimal if it cannot be reduced in any dimension without violating the resource constraint. The set of all minimal synthesis regions for a dynamic system component can be derived by Algorithm 1.
Alg. 1: Method to derive the set of minimal synthesis regions for dynamic system component .
Inputs: Dynamic system component , resource requirement , Minimum width , minimum height . maximum width , maximum height , size of PR region , resource availability .
Output: Set of minimal synthesis regions for dynamic system component .
(1) (2) (3) (4) while and (5) for (6) (7) (8) while (9) (10) (11) end while (12) if ( At the beginning the width of the synthesis region is initialized with a predefined maximum width value . By default this should be the width of the PR region in terms of number of tiles . To avoid very large and very small aspect ratios of the synthesis region, which would affect the performance of the resulting PR module, the value can be reduced. The height of the synthesis region is initialized with a predefined minimum value . By default this should be 1, but it can also be increased to avoid large aspect ratios. The maximum height and the minimum width can be specified, respectively. In every iteration of the loop in line (4), the height is increased by 1 and the width is adjusted according to the selected position and the resource requirements of the system component. The loop in line (5) iterates the vertical position and the loop in line (8) iterates the horizontal position . The set contains all found synthesis region candidates. Based on the candidates , the position , and the size the function performs the following steps.
1) If the synthesis region does not satisfy (6), then does not change the candidates and the width .
2) If the synthesis region satisfies (6) and does not, then is a new candidate. If there is no other previously found candidate with the same size, which causes an identical set of feasible positions, then is added to the set of candidates . The width is not changed. 3) If the synthesis region satisfies (6), then the previously found synthesis region candidates in are not minimal and can be discarded. The width is reduced until does not satisfy (6) . The candidates are set to . For each dynamic system component the set of minimal synthesis regions is computed. If only one PR module is generated for each system component, then the search space for all combinations of PR module variants is
If
, then the objective of the design-time optimization is to find the combination of synthesis regions , which results in an overlap graph that has the smallest overlap weight.
If a small number of PR modules (e.g., ) is required to be added to the system, the set of PR modules with a minimum overlap weight can be determined by exhaustive search. To deal with a large number of new dynamic system components heuristic approaches are required, since the search space needs to cover all combinations of PR module variants.
Genetic algorithms are known to be a suitable approach for solving complex combinatorial optimization problems [28] . To deal with a large number of dynamic system components, we have implemented a genetic algorithm with the following specifications. The chromosome representation of an individual is done by a vector of synthesis regions , where . The fitness function is the inverse of the resulting overlap weight. Recombination is performed by selecting two parent individuals and swapping the genes (synthesis regions) up to a randomly selected crossover point. The selection of the parent individuals is done by roulette wheel selection, i.e., the probability of the individual of being selected depends on its fitness value. The mutation of an individual is achieved by randomly changing a gene.
In the following section, we demonstrate the impact of the design optimization for an example application.
C. Example Implementation
For evaluating the design-time optimization, we consider an application in the context of embedded systems with a general purpose processor connected to a PR region. Partial reconfiguration is used to dynamically load IP cores, to allow hardware acceleration and improve system performance. An overview of the system implementation is shown in Fig. 14 . The static system components are interconnected using a Processor Local Bus (PLB). The multiport memory controller allows for fast memory access to externally connected DDR2-SDRAM. The reconfiguration is controlled by the Virtex Configuration Manager (VCM) [26] , which enables partial reconfiguration at a maximum speed of the ICAP interface (100 MHz, 32-bit). A Linux-based operating system is used, which supports run-time management of PR modules [29] . The communication infrastructure, which interconnects the PR region and the static system components, is based on the embedded communication macro as described in Section IV-B. The embedded macro preserves the homogeneity of the tiled PR region and ensures a large number of feasible positions for the PR modules.
In order to implement a tiled PR region using Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGAs, a suitable region has to be selected. In the Virtex-4 architecture a column of a clock region, which is referred to as a frame, is the smallest partially reconfigurable unit. Hence, the area of a PR region should be multiples of a frame, and the smallest possible height for a reconfigurable tile is the height of a frame. In the example implementation we vertically divide the FPGA, such that the resources located left of the center column are dedicated to static system components (base region), and the resources located right of the center column are considered for the tiled PR region. Fig. 15 shows an example of the partitioning for a Virtex-4 FX100 FPGA.
We consider three different partitionings for the tiled PR region with an area of ( 1 10), (2 10) , and (3 10) tiles. The tile sizes are chosen with respect to the ratio between the resources needed for the communication infrastructure and the resources available for the partially reconfigurable logic. Inside a tile, the number of resources for interconnecting the tiles and the base region does not depend on the tile size but on the specification of the communication infrastructure. To maintain a certain degree of available resources for partially reconfigurable logic within each tile, the tile size should not be too small. The number of resources of the different tiles are shown in Table V . In this example the interconnection of the tiles is realized by a single-master embedded communication macro, which supports a shared bus for 32-bit data width, and 14-bit address width. The bus structure features 16-bit dedicated control signals with 2-bit dedicated signals, which are implemented by using the techniques described in [1] . The chosen communication infrastructure requires 56 slices per tile. As shown in Table V , the percentage of slices used for communication increases with reducing tile size. For each partitioning we have measured the register to register delay from the base region to the rightmost tile by using the timing analyzer tool of the Xilinx design tools. Based on the delay the peak bandwidth for a 32-bit communication is shown in Table V . With an increasing number of tiles the critical path of the embedded macro increases as well, such that the resulting peak bandwidth decreases.
Since the various resource types (Slices, BRAMs, DSPs) of Virtex-4 FPGAs are arranged in columns, the reconfigurable fabric can be considered as homogeneous in the vertical direction. This homogeneity can be used to define subregions based on the following procedure. Starting from the bottom tile row of the PR region, the area of the subregion is gradually expanded until it contains enough available resources so that each single PR module can be placed. The process repeats with the next subregion, which is located on top of the preceding subregion, until the top row of the tiles in the PR region is reached. The Table VI . The components are considered to be hardware accelerators, which are dynamically loaded to enhance the functionality of the PowerPC.
Until now commonly accepted benchmarks for comparing dynamically reconfigurable systems have not been established. In order to test the placement, we have generated different random load and unload sequences for the selected dynamic system components. For the benchmark the value of reflects the number of instances of PR modules that are executed in parallel. Each benchmark removes the earliest placed instance of PR module and places a new randomly chosen PR module. Compared to a random removal of placed instances, this policy maintains comparability between the simulated benchmarks. Each test sequence contains 10 000 placement requests. The placement is done by selecting the free feasible position with the least position weight . A placement violation is the situation when the application is requesting the placement of a PR module, but in the current configuration there are not enough free contiguous resources available to place an instance of the requested PR module. We consider two approaches to handle placement violations. The first approach is a reject policy, where the unsuccessful placement request is rejected and not repeated in the future. This covers real-time systems, which do not allow delaying placements. The second approach is a queuing policy that queues unsuccessful placement requests and performs the placement as soon as enough resources become available.
In the following example we only select the FPU components and generate one PR module for each component using the PR regions (1 10), (2 10), and (3 10) without subregions. For each PR region we generate two sets of PR modules. One set contains the PR modules with feasible positions optimized with respect to a minimal overlap weight (min.
). The set is derived by computing the overlap weight for every possible combination of synthesis regions for the PR modules and selecting the combination with the least overlap weight. The second set of PR modules contains the ones optimized with respect to the maximum number of feasible positions (max.
). A metric to determine the placement quality is to consider the percentage of available positions, which is determined by , where is the set of available feasible positions for PR module . Fig. 16(a) shows the average percentage of available positions of the PR modules for each benchmark. A larger number of available positions indicates a lower degree of fragmentation and a better placeability of additional instances of PR modules. As the number of concurrently placed instances of PR modules increases, the number of available positions decreases. When comparing the different sets of PR modules, we find that the overlap weight optimized PR modules using the (2 10) PR region offer the most available positions, followed by the overlap weight optimized PR modules using the (3 10) PR region. The average number of available positions of the overlap weight optimized PR modules is up to 6.4 times larger (benchmark ) than one from the PR modules optimized with respect to the maximum number of feasible positions. Fig. 16(b) shows the placement violations considering the reject policy. The benchmark did not cause any placement violations and is therefore not shown. In , , and the percentage of placement violations of the set of overlap weight optimized PR modules is significantly lower than the percentage of placement violations of the other sets of PR modules. A lower number of placement violations suggests a large degree of resource utilization of the PR region. By using the overlap weight optimized PR modules the placement violations can be reduced by up to 60.6% (benchmark ). For the chosen FPU components, the (2 10) PR region has the best run-time behavior, although the (3 10) PR region offers a larger degree of placement options. For a queuing policy the results are equivalent, as shown in Fig. 16(c) . It shows the average number of placement requests in the queue.
When only the CORDIC components are used, the set of overlap weight optimized PR modules is identical to the set of PR modules optimized for the maximum number of feasible positions. This is due to the fact that all tiles offer the same amount of slices, and the CORDIC components use slices only. So the overlap weight optimization only has an impact on placement if the tiles have a different resource availability and the dynamic system components use different types of resources, like in the case of the FPU components. Table VII shows the percentage of placement violations using all dynamic system components and a reject policy. It focuses on the impact of using subregions in the PR region. In the simulation the subregions span the whole width of the PR region. The subregions for the tiled PR regions (2 10) must have a size of at least (2 3) . A height of 3 is necessary since the component FPU universal requires 3 of the left tiles. By using subregions an allocation width of can be achieved, while the tiled PR regions (2 10) and (3 10) without subregions cause placement violations in the benchmark .
The previously shown results are based on the assumption that each dynamic system component has only one PR module variant. In the following we focus on the impact of using different PR module variants for each dynamic system component. Due to the homogeneity in vertical direction, the tiled PR region (2 10) allows a PR module to be made of either left tiles only, or right tiles only, or both type of tiles. Therefore, a dynamic system component can have at the most PR module variants. The optimization of the overlap weight is done by the genetic algorithm as specified in Section V-B with a population size of 200 individuals. The best solution after 50 generations is used to generate the PR modules. The set of overlap weight optimized PR modules is generated by selecting the PR module variants with the best for each dynamic system component. In the case of the PR modules optimized for the maximum number of feasible positions, for each dynamic system component the PR module variants with the largest number of feasible positions are added to the set of PR modules. Fig. 17 shows the placement violations for the tiled PR region (2 10).
The simulations with one PR module for each dynamic system component show that the overlap weight optimized PR modules cause fewer placement violations than the PR modules optimized for the maximum number of feasible positions. In the simulations with three PR module variants, the set of overlap weight optimized PR modules is the same as the set of PR modules with the maximum number of feasible positions. The placement violations are reduced by up to 55.4% for the benchmark . With an increasing number of PR module variants, the number of placement violations decreases, but the memory for storing the equivalent configuration data increases as well. Therefore, the overlap weight optimization is particularly useful for embedded systems with a limited amount of configuration data memory that allow storing only one or two PR module variants per dynamic system component.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discuss concepts to implement the on-chip communication infrastructure for interconnecting partial reconfiguration modules. Currently, Xilinx bus macros are the only semi-automated approach for generating communication links between two adjacent single-module PR regions. For tiled PR regions, which offer a higher flexibility in placing a PR module, these communication links are not suitable. In heterogeneous FPGA architectures, it is important to design a homogeneous communication infrastructure to avoid further restricting the placement of PR modules by introducing an additional degree of heterogeneity. The utilized communication resources in each tile should be the same, such that PR modules can connect at a predefined connection point without causing any glitches or interrupting ongoing communication. The presented embedded communication macro fulfills these requirements and can easily be adapted to any partially reconfigurable architecture. In comparison with link macros or wormhole routing approaches, the embedded communication macro has the best resource utilization.
In tiled PR regions, the placement quality of PR modules depends not only on the placement algorithm, but also on design-time aspects such as the chosen synthesis regions of the PR modules and their corresponding feasible positions. In this paper we propose a design method for selecting a synthesis region for a PR module aiming to optimize placement at run-time. The key idea is to compute a position weight for each feasible position of every PR module and to generate an overlap weight, which quantifies the degree of position overlaps. The overlap graph is a data structure for deriving the position weights. As shown by experiments, the overlap optimization can significantly improve the placement of PR modules. In addition to overlap optimization, the paper introduces the concept of subregions in a tiled PR region. A tiled PR region with subregions and multiple single-module PR regions share the property of supporting a fixed allocation width, which is necessary for applications that are not able to handle placement violations. In a single-module PR region approach the packing of several small modules into a combined PR module requires sharing the communication interface. Additionally, the synthesis of different PR modules for the various combinations is required. These drawbacks are overcome in the tiled subregion approach. The use of subregions allows placing additional PR modules if a reasonable amount of free contiguous resources is available within the subregion.
Although the presented design concepts are demonstrated for Xilinx Virtex FPGAs, they can be applied to any partially reconfigurable device. Future work includes refining the design method to support automated search for the number and the sizes of the tiles, and extending our approach to cover a wide range of applications.
